
Instagram
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1st ranked social network in each country

•Facebook is the
leading social network
in 129 countries

•Around 1.6 billion
active users

•Content is mostly
private and not
accessible for general
browsing.

Social Networks Popularity
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Social Networks Popularity

2nd ranked social network in each country

•Most popular image
sharing network

•600m monthly
active users & 80m
image uploads per
day

•Content is publicly
available via few
web sources



Detection, Localization and
Tracking with Instagram

 Motivation: Why use Instagram for Event
Localization?

 Unlike text that can be written from anywhere, pictures
of an event are generally taken at the event location.

 Almost 25% of Instagram images are geotagged (but
only 2% of tweets).

 Analogy: An Instagram picture = “binary sensor”
signifying event “detection”

 Method: Leverage prior sensor network literature

on localization and tracking with binary sensors
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Feasibility of Instagram-based
Localization

 Example: Tracking “LA Marathon” (2015)
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Instagram

 Tracking “LA Marathon”
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Instagram Event Detection
 Paper accepted to Infocom 2017

Estimated start and end times of an event Similarity using hash tags between clusters



Event Detection Results
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Combined Detection from:
Twitter + Instagram
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Combined Detection from:
Twitter + Instagram

Non events Events



Combined Detection from:
Twitter + Instagram

 Fewer false-positives than Twitter

 Better recall than Instagram
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Better Trade-off between
Precision and Recall

 F1 score
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Detection of Micro Events
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Event Representation

 A series of
posts, each
with location,
time, and
semantic tags
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What are Key Challenges?
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What are Key Challenges?

 Boundaries vary by event (different
temporal and spatial scales)

 Many posts are not relevant

 Image semantics are important

 Credibility varies
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Approach
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Approach

 Apply relevance filter

 Extract semantic labels for images

 Represent the bag of word by a vector

 Cluster features (time, location, and
word vector) by similarity
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Data
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Image Relevance

 How to tell if an image is pertinent to
the event?
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Clustering

 Quality of clustering
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Results

 Error in time and location for known micro-
events
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Quiz

 Which paper(s) on the reading list evaluate
the efficacy of using unlabeled data to
enhance learning/classification accuracy
from smartphone sensor data?

 Paper:

 Purpose (Application):
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